Expressive Lines
Student's Name:
Today's Date:

Art Period:

Student's Grade Level: 9th 10th 11th 12th

Teacher Evaluation of your project:
Composition

Point

Score
20

How successful was the student creating a center of interest, balance, space and movement
in…
* using various lines to create an interesting drawing?
* using various lines to create equal balance throughout the drawing?
* using various lines to create interesting spaces throughout the drawing?

Concepts

20

How successful was the student in following the teachers instructions in…
* drawing quality lines?
* using a variety of colors?
* using overlapping?
* filling up the open spaces with color?
* leaving a white outline around the lines?
* applying and blotting an even watercolor resist?

Craftsmanship

20

How successful was the students use of tools and mediums; technical skills; and consistency
when…
* using oil pastels to draw the lines?
* using oil pastels to color in the open spaces?
* creating a clean drawing without smears and mixed colors?
* mounting the drawing on the black backing paper?

Catch

20
How successful was the student in catching the viewer's eye through creativity and
originality by the…
* size and shape of the lines?
* line and color placement?
* even color resist throughout?

Challenge

20

How much preparation / effort / and perseverance did the student put into this project by…
* their daily work during their class period…
** did they came in early and set up to work / worked consistently at
their table until teacher instructed them to clean up?
** or did they talk most of the time / get up out of their seat not project
related / sleep / refuse to do their work / clean up before teacher
instructed them to?
* their attitude for this art project…
** did they enjoy their work / find extra concepts of the project to
explore / push themselves to achieve new skills?
** or did they hate the project / thought it was boring / got it done
without pushing themselves to achieve new skills?

Total points for this project are

100

